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Commercial Case Study
Green Pioneers in Portland
When a building project becomes a cover story in
USA Today, you know there’s a story to be told.
And that’s what happened when the newspaper
turned its attention the South Waterfront condo/
mixed-use complex just south of downtown
Portland.
The project is being built as an example of one
of the largest “green” urban-redevelopment
projects worldwide. Among the world’s most
environmentally conscious locales, people in the
city of Portland, OR, are doing their best to make a
statement.
South Waterfront, still in the midst of major
ongoing construction, is located on the west bank
of the Willamette River. It’s a planned community
of high-rise condominiums and shops, restaurants,
theaters and museums connected to downtown by
Portland’s streetcar system.

Several high-rise condos are completed
and occupied, and two other major condo
developments are nearing completion. All of the
buildings have at least one thing in common: each
feature a ClimateMaster water loop heat pump
(WLHP) heating and cooling system, with an on-site
boiler and cooling tower.
ClimateMaster’s Tranquility energy-efficient
equipment fits the need perfectly at South
Waterfront because the developers there are

pursuing LEED gold or silver certifications for all of
the structures.
The driving concept behind South Waterfront is
to develop a fully environmentally sensitive “live/
work” community to serve as an example of green
commitment on a comparatively large scale.
One of the most prominent benefits to residents
and businesses at South Waterfront are
substantially lower than average utility costs. This is
a result of the efficiencies designed into the waterloop heat pump systems incorporated into the
basic layout of each of the condos.
Design engineer Stacey Lin of Portland’s Bouillon
Engineering LLC – the primary engineering firm on
three of the four South Waterfront high-rise condo
projects – said, “We use the water-source heat
pumps for three good reasons,” said Stacey.
“First – energy efficiency. Secondly, these units are
among the least obtrusive, acoustically,” he added.
“The third benefit,” he continued, “is the option
to use non-CFC compound, EarthPure HFC-410, a
non-ozone-depleting refrigerant.”
“We’re not at all surprised that the equipment was
selected at least partially on a ‘noise-abatement’
basis,” added Kevin Marple, vice president of
Benz Air Engineering Co. Inc., the Portland-based
mechanical contracting firm tapped to do the
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equipment installations.
Beyond the noise factor, there’s the key challenge
involved in designing systems to work in high-rise
buildings. “It’s not so much a challenge for the
water-source heating and cooling system as it is
for the domestic water supply,” said Lin. “As the
building gets higher, obviously the static-waterpressure conditions change.”
Then there’s the important question of how many
heat pumps it takes to service a high-rise building
that may include 300 residential units, plus retail
establishments on the lower floors – all of varying
sizes.
According to Marple, there are about 250 heat
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“There are other reasons that water-source heat
pumps make a lot of sense,” Lin said. “We don’t
have heat rejection within the living quarters. So
we extract heat from the heat pump, or put it back
in based on the need. We also have the ability
to transfer energy. It’s not uncommon during
the ‘swing’ temperature days for one side of the
building to be in the heating mode while the other
side is in cooling mode. With this mechanical
system, thermal energy is moved from one side
of the building to the other without having to add
additional energy to the loop. Yet, the boiler and
tower are in the ‘off’ mode. This saves a lot of
energy.”
“During extreme days – whether heating or cooling
– you have the means of adding heat through the
gas-fired boilers or you take the heat out through
the big cooling tower to cool down to the loop
temperature,” he added.
With the smart application of technology, these
towers are about as “green” as it gets.
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pump systems in the Meriwether complex, one of
the condo developments.
“There are 2-ton, 4-ton and 5-ton units in both
vertical and horizontal configurations. In each
condo, the heat pump is located in the laundry/
utility room for ease of access and maintenance by
the owner or a technician,” said Marple. For each
high-rise building, a heating and cooling capacity of
700 to 1,000 tons is needed.
“With our closed-loop system, building height
doesn’t affect us that much,” said Lin. “You still
have to provide the big building loop – with
vertical pipes, basically, connecting all of the zones
together.”
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ClimateMaster is the world’s largest and most
progressive manufacturer of geothermal heat pumps.
The company is committed to innovation and dedicated
to environmentally clean, economically sound and
superbly comfortable home and business environments.
ClimateMaster has been designing and building
equipment that enhances the environments we live
and work in every day for more than 50 years. In
addition to geothermal heat pumps, ClimateMaster
offers the most extensive product line of water-source
heat pumps for use in a wide variety of applications.
ClimateMaster products are proudly built in the U.S.A.

7300 S.W. 44th St.
Oklahoma City, OK 73179
Phone 405-745-6000
Fax 405-745-6058
climatemaster.com
ClimateMaster works continually to improve its products. As a result, the design and specifications of each product at the time for order may be changed
without notice and may not be as described herein. Please contact ClimateMaster’s Customer Service Department at 1-405-745-6000 for specific
information on the current design and specifications. Statements and other information contained herein are not express warranties and do not form the basis of any bargain
between the parties, but are merely ClimateMaster’s opinion or commendation of its products.
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